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How has the world developed?

What has the world 
achieved in the past 25 
years with regard to 
human development? 
http://hdr.undp.org/en/statistics/data/motionchart/

http://hdr.undp.org/en/statistics/data/trends/





GDP



Water and Sanitation



Inspirational story 

• When does the day start?
• in the morning at day break, or at 12 midnight?
• Or another time in the day?



Clouds (myths)



What, Why and How
•We need to ask the right 
questions to find solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to address the issues properly, we need to ask the right questions, and not merely discuss the problems. Then, we can get the answers and develop solutions. There are many good examples of success stories on water management in the region. I would like to engage you all in an open discussion for the next 10 minutes or so. 



1. Where does the water cycle begin?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
mountain, river up stream, river down stream, or coast, or the sea?



2.  What gives health?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
– “nutrition by eating good food 
excreting it properly for maintaining good health; 
Regularized flow of river in rivers is crucial to maintain water quality and bio diversity – show a system dynamic model to make this point, and the impact of “inaction” for the future societies
What is water’s role in this? 




Water, Precious WaterWater, Precious Water

Purity of Water is essential for good health.Purity of Water is essential for good health.Purity of Water is essential for good health.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
can you guess how much water is in each of these food items?




Water, Precious Water

Even a 2% drop in the body can trigger DehydrationEven a 2% drop in the body can trigger Dehydration
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Presenter
Presentation Notes


The water in our body, like the ocean, is salty; containing different types of salts. This water that makes up more than 70% of our body is indispensable to life. Did you know that 95% of the human brain is made up of Water; 90% of lungs have Water; 82% of Blood is made up of Water. Valuable information on how the cell should perform and replicate is transmitted through the watery environment of the cell; not only within the cell but in between cells and to every corner of the body through Water. 

Even a 2% drop in our body’s Water supply can trigger signs of dehydration! Water is the medium for all life sustaining chemical reactions in every living organism including animals and plants! In fact, the chemistry of life depends on Water. 




Role of water in health
• Necessary for digestion, absorption & elimination
• Natural air-conditioning system
• Key Role in Metabolism
• Water and Weight Loss
• Amount of Water Lost everyday
• Dehydration & Water Retention
• The Thirst Reflex
• Maintenance of Body Temperature
• Kidneys & Joints
• The Spinal column & The Brain
• During Pregnancy
• Water as a ‘medium’ for all reactions in the body 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Water is a fundamental part of our lives. It is easy to forget how completely we depend on it. 

Human survival is completely dependent on water. Everyday your body replaces a large amount of water. 

Aside from aiding in digestion and absorption of food, water regulates body temperature and blood circulation, carries nutrients and oxygen to cells, and removes toxins and other wastes. In fact, every process in our body occurs in a ‘water medium.’ 



Clearing the sky  (new thinking)



3. What is the value of water – not price?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
because it is “renewable”, is it free? 
Building on the concept of water being a “renewable” resource, and pricing water not as a commodity just for single-use, but as a long term lease for repeated use (e.g. the concept of building rental lease, library book loan)
Sharing water – instead of competition for water – among the various uses – agriculture, industry, domestic consumption, public service delivery according to private sector principles (customer satisfaction, sustainability)
Water markets – e.g. Australia, North America



Water is Food, Need, and Good

“It is impossible to continue with the traditional idea
of providing required drinking water to every one
free of cost or at highly subsidized rates.”

•• Drinking water is Drinking water is FoodFood 
(1(1––2 liters per capita per day)2 liters per capita per day)

•• Water for essential use Water for essential use 
is a is a NeedNeed (10(10––20 20 lpcdlpcd; ; 
own source, rain water harvesting)own source, rain water harvesting)

•• Water for other uses Water for other uses 
is a is a GoodGood (24(24--hour supply; hour supply; 
full cost recovery, water conservation)full cost recovery, water conservation)

Deliver drinking water immediately to allDeliver drinking water immediately to all

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Water is no more a single commodity – it comprises of 3 commodities depending on its use – like how cloth is called by various names – shirt, skirt, hand kerchief – depending on what is made out of it! 
(click) 
The first one or two liters of clean water for drinking are essential for human survival. This water is like food or medicine. State-run water utilities in India that aim to distribute 100 or more liters per capita per day lose up to 70% of the water they produce through leakage and theft. While the water they produce in their treatment plants is reportedly potable, unfortunately, due to intermittent supply, the water that reaches the taps in most cities is not. The Third World Water Forum in Japan in 2003, alerted policy makers and development partners, pointing to examples from China and Laos, where municipal governments successfully make available drinking water to all citizens.





Senses and NatureSenses and Nature

Space
energy

Our five senses 
are our gateways 
to enjoy creation. 

Our five senses Our five senses 
are our gateways are our gateways 
to enjoy creation. to enjoy creation. 

Earth
solid

Water
liquid

Fire
flame

Air
gas

Smell 
(nose)

Taste (tongue)

Form 
(eyes)

Sound (ears)

Touch (skin)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is said that the universe is made up of five basic elements ─ Earth, Water, Fire, Air & Ether. These five elements represent different states of matter – solid, liquid, radiant, gaseous, etheric – from the most dense to the most subtle. Our bodies are made up of the same five elements – the earth of our flesh; the water of our blood, the fire of our digestive system; the air of our nervous system and the ether of our minds. The water in our body, like the ocean, is salty; containing different types of salts.




4. What is the link between water and Nature? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
trees and forest play an important role in the water management
 




Nurture Nature Nurture Nature 

AirAir

Space

Fire

Water

Earth Earth provides all organic and inorganic 
nutrients (minerals) and materials.

75% of creation comprises water. Water 
is home to many beings. Water recycles 
itself eternally.

Solar energy, coal and petroleum 
products sustain the modern economy.

Modern industry, medicine, and 
households use a variety of gases. Air 
travel is the hallmark of 21st century. 

Modern industry, medicine, and 
households use a variety of gases. Air 
travel is the hallmark of 21st century.

Satellite, internet, mobile phone, and 
other communication technology are 
essential in daily life.

landslide, landslide, 
earthquakes earthquakes 

floodsfloods
typhoons typhoons 

volcanic eruptionvolcanic eruption
extreme extreme 
temperatures temperatures 

radiation hazardsradiation hazards
harmful gases, harmful gases, 
infective virusinfective virus

Nature can Give; Nature can Destroy!Nature can Give; Nature can Destroy!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nature is composed of several elements; water being one of them. Water like the other elements, Earth, Air, etc…is a gift to mankind. It cannot be created like electricity. In many cultures, these elements are revered. Most civilizations originated in the banks of rivers. While Nature gives in abundance, she can be destructive too! Hence, misuse must be avoided. Just as water can be life giving; on the other hand, it can also be life-threatening. A little water can revive a person feeling weak; excessive water such as high tides and floods can cause immense destruction! 
All cultures have sacred waters or holy rivers. It can be a lake, a spring, pool or even a fountain. Civilizations came up along great rivers and agricultural wealth is because of the waters. Waterfalls cascade down from mountains of meditation. Minerals in the fiery water contain powerful healing and rejuvenating forces carrying the very vitality from deep within the earth. Sacred waters are placed in special metallic vessels like copper and gold. No temple or church is without holy water.




Shower (action on the solutions)



5. What is the magic bullet to solve the “water woes”?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Addressing water problems – by turning the vicious cycle into a virtuous one – take examples from the business sector – e.g. objective diagnosis/ committed action
Does the domestic water problem – bottled water, intermittment water supply signals ‘failed’ water governance?
Addressing the big picture in water management – link to other policies – e.g. health, education, environment – show a cause-effect value chain
Addressing the irrigation water problems should automatically solve the domestic water problem.
 



Thinking “out-of-the-box” on Water & Sanitation
Learn from the telecom and energy sectorsLearn from the telecom and energy sectors

• APANA is a new framework to serve a potential 
$1 Trillion market, for a market size of $100 
million persons per year, until 2015.

• Technology driven, and Scalable Solutions
• Replace the 200-year old technology for toilets
• Give new solutions to approx 1 billion current 

customers

• Innovation for sanitation like “handphone” for   
“telecommunication

• Car, fashion designers

• Vacuum cleaner solution for sanitation

• Building design innovation (self-contained 
apartments, communities)

APANA 1012 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Institute has estimated that there is a Trillion dollar business potential out there on sanitation, which is beyond just providing toilets. I would like draw your attention to the telecommunications just about 15 years ago. Today, mobile phones have connected hundreds of millions of people, who did not teleconnectivity for decades. Mobile phones also replaced many existing customers of landlines. 

We are using a 200 year old technology for sanitation – the flush toilets – which is very cumbersome and most importantly uses a lot of water and pollutes our rivers. Can we invent a new solution for the next generation of sanitation; I call it APANA 10 power 12. 





Water, Energy, and Food policies cannot be delinked

Water, Energy, and Food policies cannot be made without a deeper understanding of the 
central role of water with respect to everyday needs. Approaching any of the policies in 
isolation will result in failed policies in a globalized world. 

Water, Energy, and Food policies cannot be made without a deeper understanding of the 
central role of water with respect to everyday needs. Approaching any of the policies in 
isolation will result in failed policies in a globalized world.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Institute of Water Policy has established a research, education, and public outreach project to disseminate the use of system dynamics modeling as a tool for integrative public policy analysis. The Institute envisions building models to incorporate food, energy, and climate to simulate reciprocal effects among these sectors and water use. Initially, we will develop a series of country-level system dynamics water models, beginning with Singapore, with the intent of supporting regional decision-makers responsible for water policy and management. Since there are numerous benefits to adopting a system dynamics approach in policy analysis and formulation, and the uptake of this method has been limited within ASEAN countries, the Institute anticipates immense opportunities to work with partner organizations to promote this technique.
 
On this note, I wish to bring another aspect of globalization that we should take note of—i.e. improving water and sanitation for all. For example Singapore imports nearly 90% of the food from other countries in the region and outside region. So, the health and hygiene of the farmers and factory workers in these countries will be crucial to ensure the quality of food that we import into Singapore, notwithstanding the various checks and quarantine measures in the procurement and the distribution value chains.




Conclusions (vision for the future)



6. What are the pillars of water governance?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
the 4 Ps equation – Policy + people + procedure + and pricing  = performance
Simple Indicators of water governance – take example from the medical profession – e.g. temperature is a single indicator for good/ill health – could we develop similar indicators to give policy makers a “pulse check” water governance




•

New Paradigm for Water Governance 
“Proper Knowledge  + Positive Action = Good Leadership”

• Executive education for 
nurturing leaders for the 
future

• Proactive role of media in 
shaping public policy on 
water

• Simple indicators for a 
“pulse check” on water 
governance

““PeoplePeople””

ProceduresProcedures

PolicyPolicy

““PassionPassion””

“Nations that prioritized water policies have successfully 
improved quality of life in terms of HDI.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we globalize, the impact of globalization is changing the way we live and manage our lives. The Dean of the Lee Kuan Yew School, talks often about Globalization and leadership shifting to Asia and how Asia will impact globalization. 
 
At IWP, our formula for leadership is knowledge with action. It comprises filling people with professional knowledge and providing a conducive policy environment for boosting their performance. 
 
By unleashing their innate potentials, through inspiration and motivation, we help them to develop a passion to solve the water problems of the region. We just completed the first course on leadership in water governance, which attracted 20 leaders from 13 countries. 
 
I believe there are several young leaders out in the audience who we could support in this important mission of solving the water problems of Asia! 



Ending note:

• Water governance is about governing our own 
behavior in Nature

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can media/ education (including internet and multimedia, arts, and music) help in shaping our behavior in nature?



For further enquiries, please contact:

Director, Institute of Water Policy
Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy 
National University of Singapore 
469C Bukit Timah Road 
Singapore 259772 

Telephone: (65) 6516 5790, Fax: (65) 6468 4186
Email: iwplkyspp@nus.edu.sg
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